
Course Title:  Why Title Insurance;  NM Course # 21010381  

 

Description:  It is critical for a New Mexico broker to be able to identify and mitigate liability by 

deferring issues to other industry professionals.  In this course, brokers are instructed on the 

essential components of title insurance, and how to defer risk to title professionals.  Taught 

from (initially) a historical perspective, the various title coverages and protections for the 

consumer are addressed in detail. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

L1: Students will know the essential coverages of title insurance products. 

L2: Students can demonstrate the need for the product, and the role of the insurer as a 

disclosure sources AND an indemnity provider 

L2:   Students will understand the value of TI, and its applicability to the different types of 

transactions 

L5: Students evaluate the need for title coverage to property appurtenances 

L4:  Students distinguish between title insurance and other insurance products 

L3: Students demonstrate the need for extended coverage (deleting exceptions), including 

lien coverage 

L2: Students understand the basis for and can explain exclusions 

 

The following will be the means used in assessing whether the Learned Objectives have been 

met:   Q+A=questions and answers; CS = case study; L = lecture, PP = power point; GD = group 

discussions 

 

Timed Outline 

 

0-15  Class introduction and review objectives    L; PP 

15-30  History of title assurance in the colonies; Watson v. Muirhead L; CS; PP 

30-45  Assurance v. insurance; a contract of indemnity, not guaranty L; PP 

45-60  Covered risks:  vesting and encumbrances    L; GD, Q+A 

60-75  Covered risks:  marketability and access    L; CS; PP; GD 

75-90  Covered risks:  escrows; underwriter v. agent   L: PP  

90-105  Common misconceptions; what title insurance is not  L; PP 



105-120 Title insurance v. casualty insurance     L; PP; GD 

120-135 Policy exclusions:  police powers, eminent domain, knowledge of the insured L; 

PP; CS 

135-150 Standard exceptions 1-4      PP; L; GD 

150-165 Extended coverage and removing the standard exceptions  GD; PP: Q+A 

165-180 Title insurance costs; states comparison    PP; L 

180-195 Factors in selecting a title insurer     GD; PP; L 

195-210 Maximizing client protection: Insured specific access  CS; GD 

210-225 Maximizing client protection:  mechanics liens   CS; GD; PP 

225-240 Summary and review objectives     Q+A 


